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This bundle includes
resources created for

students with significant
challenges (like autism
and ID) and most were
non-readers .This is a

great way to expose all
students the same

curriculum their peers are
following. 



Vocabulary
Tools
Parallel and perpendicular lines
Angles
Triangles
Polygons
Circles

This bundle includes 7 different units that are typically taught in
this order.  It includes:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

All units have
printable AND

digital
versions 



Detailed lesson plans
Book
Vocabulary activities
Various cut-and-paste activities
Quiz and Assessments
Some units have hands-on activities as well

All the units are structured the same so students become familiar
with the type of activities and can concentrate more on the
content. Each unit includes:

All units have
printable AND

digital
versions 



 Every unit has a
table of contents. 

 There is a separate
file with directions

and links to the
digital activities. 



 Every unit has a
detailed lesson plan
with suggestions, a

quick look, and a
daily step-by-step

guide. 



book
 Every unit has a
book with simple

text and engaging
photos.  It comes in a

pdf, recorded
PowerPoint show,
and an mp4 file. 



Vocabulary
 Every unit has a

vocabulary board and
cards to use in activities.



circle maps
sorting
matching

There are lots of
different activities to
practice concepts:

Activities



All units include fill-in-
the-blank worksheets

to review concepts
covered in the book

and unit plus an
assessment in 3

different versions.

Quiz &
Assessment



Some units have
hands-on activities

to give students
more practice

working with that
shape. 

Hands-on
Activities



The movie version
of the book from

the unit.

Digital Activities



The digital
activities are click

and drag.

Digital Activities



Each unit comes
with a set of slides

that are
differentiated

with color.

Digital Activities



Lesson plans
Unit that includes book and activities
Voice-recorded PowerPoint show
Links and directions to digital activities

Each unit in the bundle comes in a zipped folder.  You will need to unzip
the folder to access all the contents which include:


